QUICK GUIDE

VOLVO VISTA OVERVIEW
VISTA is Volvo’s web-based ordering system.
It’s easy to access and designed to be user-friendly.
ACCESSING VISTA
You must use Internet Explorer 9 or above to access VISTA. Go to VRC2 (vrc2.volvocars.biz) and sign in using your CDSID.
To reset your password, see the VRC2 administrator at your retailer. Choose the Sales & Marketing tab and select Sales > VISTA.
Depending on your role, you may have access to some or all of the system’s features (and your screen may appear slightly different
from what you see in this guide). To change your access level in VISTA, see a VISTA user with administrative access at your retailer.
You can use VISTA to quickly and easily:
• Order pre-sale units

• Search your own inventory

• Modify order specification (up until the Last Date of Order Change)

• Locate vehicles at the port and at other retailers that are available for trade

• Review and approve your retailer’s allocation from VCUSA

• Run comprehensive reports on every aspect of your new car inventory
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1. Home

4. Status Reporting

The main screen, where you’ll

Create multiple types of reports quickly

find System Messages (e.g.,

and easily with the choices on this tab.

trades waiting for acceptance)
and Broadcast Messages (e.g.,
planned system downtime).

2. Customer Search
Look for customers in the Volvo
customer database (CDB).

3. Order
Handle inventory management,

5. Trade
Transfer vehicles between retailers
efficiently and effectively.

6. Alerts
Review alerts on orders with delayed
delivery dates.

Preorder is available on S90

7. Tools

including configuring and modifying

Accept your allocation

orders, locating vehicles, and

from VCUSA.ministration:

accepting allocations.

SYSTEM MESSAGES
In this area, you’ll get notifications for actions your retailer needs
to take, such as trades waiting for acceptance and allocations
that are ready for approval. Be sure to check VISTA every day for
new messages.

BROADCAST MESSAGES

8. Administration

Urgent messages from VCUSA regarding the system will
appear in this section of the home page. These include notices
about planned system downtime, delays at the port, or other
wide-ranging issues.

Manage preferred retailer trading
partners and your own partner
contact information.
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SEARCHING FOR CUSTOMERS
Use the Customer Search tab to explore the Volvo
customer database (CDB) using their first and last
name and ZIP code. If a customer isn’t found,
please proceed to add them to the database.

CREATE ORDER (CUSTOMER PRE-ORDERS ONLY)
This screen lets you configure pre-sale units from Volvo Car USA for your
customers.Choose your model year and type, and then select everything from the
engine type to the color and upholstery using drop-down menus. Use the Select
Options button to add options and packages. When you’re done, click OK and go
to the Maintain Order screen. Pre-order is available only on select Volvo models.
Please see your monthly allocation memo for details.

MAINTAIN ORDER
When you reach this screen, you can review
the vehicle’s details, add a customer to the
contract, and use the Get Price button to
see the invoice pricing and MSRP.
This is also where you would
modify the car’s specifications,
add port-installed accessories,
and complete the handover.

FIND ORDERS
Search your entire pipeline of inventory for vehicles that
meet a customer’s criteria (the fewer criteria, the more
results you’ll see). Start with the model year and type, and
then make your selections based on the customer’s needs.
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LOCATOR
Use the configurator to look for a specific type of vehicle
(e.g., the customer wants a certain color, package, or
options); the system searches your own inventory first, and
then expands to stock at the port (VCUSA), preferred trading
partners, and other retailers. Fill in only the fields that the
customer has specified; you can leave other fields blank for
broader search results.

If you see an option
that’s grayed out, just
click on it to see why
it’s not available.



CONFIRM ALLOCATION WITH POOL ORDER TOOL
Click on the “Please approve your allocation” message in the System
Messages box on the home screen. You’ll go to the Confirm Pool Orders
screen, where you can approve your allocation all at once (select the whole
page or select all) or choose individual vehicles to approve one at a time.

TRADE

TOOLS

HANDLING ADMINISTRATION

On this tab, you have options for
making vehicles available for trading
as well as accepting vehicles that are
being traded to you.

The choices on this menu help
you manage group reports and
set order visibility.

This tab gives you options for setting up preferred
retailer trading partners and also for entering a
specific contact person at your facility who will
handle trade requests from other retailers.

ALERTS
Use this screen to review all of the alerts that are issued when an
order’s estimated time of arrival or delivery date changes. You can
see alert descriptions and reasons for each order. Please note
that once you acknowledge an alert, it will disappear from the list.
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STATUS REPORTING
VISTA gives you several options for creating comprehensive, timely reports. You can print them or export them to Excel for full filtering functionality.
Summary Overview

Arrivals by Destination

See your entire pipeline
(production to sale).

See expected arrivals for retailers
with multiple locations.

Expected Arrivals

Unsuccessful Orders Report

Track delivery dates of fleet vehicles up to
six weeks out.

View notifications from erroneous
orders in the system.

Pipeline Age Analysis

View Holding Pool

Determine your selling cycles for different
models.

Get a breakdown of your retailer’s
allocated vehicles by model.

Last Date for Order Change (LDOC)

Background Order Confirmation Report

Ensure all changes are set before
the LDOC.

See pre-order status and whether action
is needed.

VOLVO ORDER LIFECYCLE – VISTA SYSTEM STATUS

GLOSSARY
The Vehicle Internet Sales and Tracking Application (VISTA) system has some new terms with which you’ll need to be familiar.
Common Order Number: The number

Despatched: The vehicle has left the factory

Preferred Partner: You can designate

a vehicle is assigned as soon as an order is
created (before a VIN is assigned).

and is on its way to VCUSA.

Consented trade: Transferring vehicles
between retailers.

complete (also known as Retail Delivery
Registration or RDR).

specific retailers as preferred trading partners,
so the system will prioritize them when you
search for vehicles.

Contracting: Marking vehicles as sold by

Pool/Holding Pool: A temporary area where

assigning customers to them. This can be done
anytime from order confirmation to delivery.

vehicles allocated by VCUSA await approval by
the retailer.
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Handover: Reporting the delivery once
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Sales Company Stock Location (SCSL):
Port or intermediate destination.

Unconsented trade: Allows vehicles to be
transferred in without another retailer’s consent.

